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INTRODUCTION

Bronchial thermoplasty is a relatively recent treatment for asthma in which thermal energy is delivered to the targeted airways via bronchoscope and radiofrequency catheter (3); proximal airways greater than 3 mm in diameter can be treated. The intention of this therapy is that the appropriate delivery of this thermal energy provides effective long-term ablation of the airway smooth muscle (ASM), which is responsible for the excessive and reversible airway narrowing that is seen in asthma (19). Clinical trials have shown bronchial thermoplasty (BT) to be relatively safe and associated with reduced exacerbation rates, use of rescue medication and emergency visits, and increased quality of life scores related to asthma (7, 9, 28), improvements that are sustained over time (35, 40). Somewhat surprisingly, in contrast to its effectiveness in reducing exacerbations, BT has minimal effects on baseline lung function and airway hyperresponsiveness (19). Our recent modeling work offers a resolution to this apparent paradox in that the effects of BT are apparent only under relatively high levels of ASM activation, which are not reached during assessment in the lung function laboratory due to safety considerations. Therefore, reduced exacerbations after BT without change in baseline lung function or airway hyperresponsiveness can be explained by these observations.

However, BT is not successful in all patients. Current clinical practice involves the treatment of a standard set of airways at specific anatomic locations applied across three separate bronchoscopy procedures at one month intervals (3). This approach is essentially performed “blind” in that the choice of which airways to treat is not driven by structural or functional data to detect optimal treatment sites. Given the intrinsic variability of both structure and function in asthma (41), including the variation in the distribution of increased ASM (14), it is unlikely that this standard set of targeted airways will be optimal for all patients. Recent advances in imaging technology offer the prospect that patient-specific data on airway function and structure could improve outcomes of BT by targeting specific airways (5, 17, 22, 34, 38). A targeted BT procedure may improve clinical efficacy and/or reduce the number of bronchoscopic procedures to achieve the same
benefit and is a logical extension of efforts to improve BT treatment by patient phenotyping (23).

In this article we explore the potential for patient-specific airway targeting to improve outcomes of BT. Using the recent predictive model (11), we explore two new methods of bronchial thermoplasty: 1) functional image-guided BT (FIG), in which functional flow patterns [e.g., analogous to Xe or He MRI (6, 33)] are used to select low-ventilation segments for treatment; and 2) structure-guided (SG) BT, in which airway structure data is used in concert with a predictive model to determine the targeted airways. Both proposed treatments are compared with current clinical practice (CCP) after a single session of BT or a complete three-session treatment.

METHODS

Additional details on methodology are provided in the Appendix.

Predictive model. We use the model described by Donovan et al. (11), based on others’ studies (2, 10, 12, 24, 39), to predict flow patterns dependent on underlying structure both before and after simulated BT. We provide an overview of the model here, and the interested reader is referred to the Appendix and Donovan et al. (11) for additional details. The model is calibrated using structural airway data from the Prairie Provinces Fatal Asthma Study (15, 16, 18, 31, 37), specifically using total wall area, ASM area, basement membrane perimeter, and anatomic level from n = 663 airways obtained from n = 25 subjects, with death attributed to asthma and with a confirmed history. Briefly, a statistical model is constructed using a trivariate correlated log-normal distribution to represent total wall area, ASM history. Briefly, a statistical model is constructed using a trivariate correlated log-normal distribution to represent total wall area, ASM area, basement membrane perimeter at each airway order (20); for full details, the reader is also referred to the supplemental material attached to Donovan et al. (11). Independent realizations of this statistical model generate the simulated airway trees. By this approach, a simulated patient cohort of 22 fatal asthma cases was studied. Respiratory impedance to a high-level ASM stimulus (that which simulates the degree of bronchoconstriction that might occur during an exacerbation; details below) was used as an indication of BT effectiveness since reduction in exacerbations and hospitalizations has been the main successful outcome measure in trials of BT (7, 9, 28, 35).

The model examines a single human lung for reasons of computational complexity, choosing the left lung to avoid complicating effects of the untreated right middle lobe (3). In this study, we compare our patient specific methods (further described below) to current clinical practice (CCP) treatment across three full bronchial thermoplasty sessions. Specifically, the standard treatment targets a total of 13 airways, including the lower lobe bronchus, the upper lobe bronchus, the superior division bronchus, and segmental bronchi LB1–10. A single bronchoscopy session represents treatment of the lower lobe only.

We assume that treated airways undergo a 75% reduction in ASM mass that has been demonstrated in biopsy studies after BT (4, 29, 30) and that airway wall area is altered by means of the ASM reduction, but we assume that no other changes occur in the airway wall. Impedance is calculated post hoc using the circuit analog approach (26, 36); specifically, we use as our main output measure resistance at 6 Hz, calculated as the real part of the complex impedance. Response rates are calculated as the fraction of treatments within the cohort, resulting in reduced resistance in the presence of induced ASM tone; the induced tone is assumed to be ~77% of maximum activation, a simulation of the level of ASM activation that might occur during acute bronchoconstriction. This specific value was selected based on the dose-response curves to be near the maximum mean BT response (11).

Functional image-guided BT (FIG). We select airways for functional image-guided treatment as follows. First, pretreatment flow patterns are calculated using the predictive model described above. Using these functional data, assumed to be analogous to Xe or He MRI, we sequentially select bronchi with the lowest relative flow, as well as their proximal flow pathways. The airway target package is selected for each patient in this way until the predetermined number of treated airways is reached. If the entire proximal pathway cannot be added to the treatment package without exceeding the specified number of treatments, the proximal portion of the pathway is selected for treatment, up to the point where the treatment limit is reached. The selected airway target package is then treated in the same way as described above (i.e., a 75% reduction in ASM mass).

Structure-guided BT (SG). Our structure-guided BT uses data on airway structure, coupled with the predictive model, to select the airways that will produce the greatest improvement in function at the specified level of ASM activation. Importantly, this approach is not equivalent to simply selecting the “most remodeled” airways for treatment.

We begin by predicting the control functional flow patterns based on the structural data. We then take advantage of the predictive model to consider isolated treatment of 75 potential target airways and measure the ΔR response for each, and then to rank the priority of each potential target airway according to their response. The final target package is determined by selecting the appropriate number of treatment airways from this ranking, which may extend distally beyond current clinical practice. A final simulation is then performed to assess the likely effectiveness of the proposed target package as a whole as compared with CCP for an equivalent number of treated airways.

RESULTS

Nomenclature. We refer to the treatment variations using the following abbreviations: current clinical practice BT (CCP); one-session (CCP1) and three-session (CCP3) variants; functional image-guided BT (FIG) (1-session and 3-session variants are FIG1 and FIG3, respectively); structure-guided BT (SG); one-session (SG1) and three-session (SG3) variants. Note that CCP3, FIG3, and SG3 all treat the same number of airways. That is, FIG1 and SG1 all involve the same fixed number of airways, and CCP3, FIG3, and SG3 involve three times as many. CCP1 represents treatment of the lower lobe only.

Demonstration of pre- and posttreatment flow patterns are shown in Fig. 1 for a single (simulated) patient for illustrative purposes. Here, we have selected the control (pretreatment) in Fig. 1, left; CCP1 in Fig. 1, middle; and SG1 in Fig. 1, right. Results for other treatments are provided in the Appendix (Fig. A1).

The response to treatment in terms of lung resistance (with ASM tone) is shown for each patient in Fig. 2 across the simulated cohort. Figure 2, top, shows for each simulated patient the control response (before BT), along with the posttreatment response for each of the six treatment variations. Statistics for the response of the cohort as a whole are provided in the Fig. 2, bottom. All treatments are statistically significant versus control; treatment response rates range from 73% for

1 It is worth noting that, in clinical practice, the three treatment sessions are not divided equally between the two lungs, and this asymmetry is important because we are modeling treatment of the left lung only. In order to maintain appropriate balance between the one-session and three-session treatments, we assume in all targeted treatment cases that the three-session treatment involves three times as many treated airways as the one-session version.
FIG1 up to 86% for SG1 and SG3. SG3 also shows the greatest mean response of all treatments, whereas SG1 shows the largest response within the one-session treatment group. Indeed, SG1 (1 session) shows as much improvement as CCP3 (3 full sessions). Two-way ANOVA indicates significant differences between FIG and SG as well as between one- and three-session treatments.

Responses in terms of the spatial heterogeneity of flow, quantified by the spatial heterogeneity index (SHI; which attempts to capture both heterogeneity and its spatial structure using a combination of the coefficient of variation and the autocorrelation; see Ref. 11), are shown in Fig. 3. Again, SG3 shows the greatest mean response of all treatments, whereas SG1 shows the largest response within the one-session treatment group.

We also examined the differential response of each patient to each treatment in an effort to assess which treatments might be more advantageous to different patient groups. A summary figure of the differential response is provided in the APPENDIX (Fig. A2). One observation from this analysis is that the response to FIG1, compared with CCP1, varies systematically in patients according to their pretreatment function. Indeed, the

**Fig. 1.** Flow patterns from simulated patient no. 1. Left: control (i.e., “pretreatment”). Middle: current clinical practice 1 (CCP1). Right: structure-guided bronchial thermoplasty 1 (SG1). Color bar indicates flow through each airway, normalized to nominal (e.g., relative to the flow expected at that location in the absence of bronchoconstriction, see Ref. 11). Results for other treatments are provided in the APPENDIX (Fig. A1).

**Fig. 2.** Top: responses to each protocol in each simulated patient in terms of respiratory resistance pre- and posttreatment. Each bar shown indicates the response due to that treatment, with a downward reflection (e.g. all treatments for patient 1) indicating improvement in function (majority of cases), whereas an upward reflection (e.g., patient 5 in FIG1 and FIG3) indicates worsening of function. *Bottom:* statistics of overall response to each treatment across all patients. $\Delta R$ indicated the difference in bronchoconstrictor response, with negative values indicating an improvement posttreatment. $P$ values shown indicate difference from control by balanced ANOVA; see text for details of 2-way analysis. CCP1 and -3, current clinical practice 1 and 3, respectively; FIG1 and -3, functional image-guided bronchial thermoplasty 1 and 3, respectively; SG1 and -3, structure-guided bronchial thermoplasty 1 and 3, respectively.
difference in the response to CCP1 and FIG1 is inversely correlated with pretreatment R (control) (Fig. A3).

Finally, a “naive” form of structure-guided treatment was examined in which the airways with the greatest remodeling, either in terms of total wall area or ASM area (normalized to basement membrane perimeter), were treated; that is, the model was not used to inform the airway targeting. This variant was much less effective than the informed structure-guided treatment, with a <50% response rate (as compared with >85% response rates for the model-informed structure guided treatments).

DISCUSSION

The present study determined whether BT practice could be improved through use of patient-specific functional or structural data in the selection of airways that undergo thermal ablation. We assessed the potential for such patient-specific, targeted treatments, based on either functional or structural data, after one or three treatment sessions. Findings suggest that structure-guided BT holds promise as an improved personalised therapy. One session of structure-guided treatment (SG1) was shown to be as effective as three sessions of current nontargeted treatment (CCP3). Although three sessions of structure-guided treatment (SG3) were more effective than one (SG1), the benefit is perhaps not enough to justify the additional treatments. In comparison, functional image-guided treatment provided no additional benefit compared with current practice, the reasons for which will be discussed.

The major outcome of the study was that structure-guided BT reduced lung resistance in the presence of ASM tone, as well as ventilation heterogeneity, which was previously suggested to be a primary mechanism behind the efficacy of BT (11). Although it may be intuitive that BT response improves if the physician is aware of and able to treat specific sites of remodeling, it is important to emphasize that neither structure-guided BT nor function-guided BT is equivalent to selecting the “most remodeled” airways for treatment. This is demonstrated by the marked difference in performance between the model-informed structure-guided treatment and the “naive” form that treats only the most remodeled airways (far less efficacious). In vivo, airways do not operate in isolation. Airways are interdependent because of the distributed nature of the flow patterns across the entire airway tree, as well as the coupling between airways and parenchymal attachments, and dependence of parenchymal tethering forces on local inflation. Conventionally referred to as “airway interdependence,” these effects mean that treatment of one airway indirectly affects the calibre of adjacent airways (13, 27, 42). Therefore, it may not be optimal to treat a severely remodeled airway if upstream and downstream conditions are such that flow through the pathway cannot be significantly improved by the treatment of that airway alone. Using both structural data and the model in
concert allows airway interdependence to be taken into account to design improved BT protocols.

All simulations performed in this study used structural data obtained from fatal asthma cases and considered the resulting function and flow at ~77% of maximal ASM activation. This patient group and level of ASM activation was selected based on our previous findings (11) that differences in function and heterogeneity are not expected to be apparent without ASM tone but only increase with severity of asthma and degree of ASM activation. Because the mechanism of action of BT appears to be consistent between fatal and nonfatal asthma, we expect that results would be similar across patients with different severity. However, perceived clinical severity may be less important than the structural distribution of airway remodeling, which may explain the difficulty in identifying key predictors for BT efficacy (23).

In the present study and a previous study (11), we have used resistance (at 6 Hz) as our measure of function. This requires further elaboration given that BT clinical trials have typically shown consistent improvement in indirect measures such as quality-of-life scores, but not in direct measures of function, i.e., FEV1 (7, 9, 35). As previously, we argue that the changes in function observed in the present mathematical simulation, which are most prominent in more severe asthma and at higher levels of ASM tone, will be difficult to detect in clinical settings because of reduced tolerance to the test; however, such changes would still be expected to manifest through indirect measures such as quality of life scores, exacerbations, and emergency medication use (11). We have used resistance as our measure of function, as opposed to FEV1, not because resistance is necessarily more sensitive to these changes but because resistance models are much better established. The key observation is that baseline measurements of function are much less sensitive than measurements of function during moderate to severe bronchoconstriction. It is also worth emphasizing that we consider only long-term effects, assuming successful ASM ablation (8), after the acute response to treatment has subsided. Indeed one potential benefit to the structure-targeted approach is reducing the number of treatments and hence, the potential severity of the acute response (see below).

An assumption of the study is that perfect information on airway structure is obtainable throughout the airway tree, which is currently impractical. Structural information can be obtained using CT (6), bronchoscopy (32), or OCT (1, 22, 25), but this is likely to be limited to a relatively small number of relatively large airways. Exactly how much data might be plausibly collected, and how much uncertainty this introduces into the structure-guided predictions, remains an open question. In the first instance, it would be pragmatic to base the treatment on data obtained by noninvasive imaging, such as CT, with the understanding that its use as a marker for airway remodeling is under debate (21). With respect to imaging modalities that require a bronchoscopic procedure for the assessment of wall thickness (e.g., OCT), the cost (health and economic) should be weighed against the improved targeting benefits.

The proposed structure-guided treatment approach offers significant savings in both economic and health costs by increasing the effectiveness of the treatment to the point that it is possible to reduce the required number of BT treatment sessions from three to one without compromising the effectiveness of the treatment. The economic benefits therein are self-evident. The health benefits arise in the reduction of the acute and inflammatory response that immediately follows BT treatment and associated complication risks such as hemoptysis or atelectasis (7). Not exposing the patient to the same risk multiple times is an important advantage of the structure-guided approach. Even if bronchoscopic OCT proves necessary to obtain sufficient structural data to guide the treatments, the total number of bronchoscopic procedures required would reduce from three to two, and only one of those would involve thermoplasty.

Greater benefit still is possible using structure-guided BT since the approach taken here is almost certainly not optimal. Although in principle it would be theoretically possible to find a true optimal treatment for each patient, this is not practical given present computational constraints. Our approach demonstrates that it is both possible and practical to find an improved treatment that provides a significant improvement over current practice despite not being the true optimal treatment. It is almost certainly possible to devise a targeting method based on structural data, which is yet more effective.

In addition to structure-guided BT, the utility of functional image-guided BT was examined whereby functional defects at specific anatomical sites were used to inform BT treatment, comparable to the information provided by functional imaging techniques such as Xe or He MRI (6, 33). In contrast to structure-guided BT, our version of functional image-guided BT (FIG) showed no improvement over conventional therapy. However, a more detailed analysis of the model output identifies potential reasons for the poor response to functional image-guided BT and from which we are able to make recommendations for refinement. The inverse correlation between (CCP1-FIG1) and control R suggests that FIG1 is more effective, relative to CCP1, in patients with better pre-treatment function. The model further reveals that FIG at times fails by selecting airways for treatment with very low ventilation before treatment which do not improve significantly post-treatment. That is, airways with the lowest ventilation are not necessarily those which show the greatest response to treatment. The functional image-guided approach may therefore require more subtlety, perhaps selecting for treatment moderately low ventilation segments which can be significantly improved, rather than the very lowest and potentially unresponsive ventilation segments. The systematic relationship between CCP1-FIG1 and control R is further relevant for the design and interpretation of future clinical trials; for example, subject exclusion criteria could bias patient response toward one end of this response spectrum.

It is also important to emphasize that we have only considered one specific algorithm for target airway selection based on functional data, and that alterations to this protocol might result in improved FIG efficacy. Indeed our efforts to categorize the relative failure of this version of FIG BT may help to define different imaging metrics to utilize the relatively ready availability of ventilation images, compared with the difficulty of obtaining extensive structural data. Finally, it is worth reiterating that our functional image-guided treatments are based directly on function, rather than from an imaging-based approximation of function. That is, we assume that Xe or He or MRI is able to accurately capture functional flow information—we use the latter directly in the model, while in clinical
practice the former would be used. There are certainly questions on the extent to which imaging accurately captures function, which would be an additional determinant of functional image-guided BT efficacy in clinical practice.

Taken together, the results of a new and sophisticated predictive model suggest that a patient-specific, personalized medicine approach to bronchial thermoplasty is possible by appropriately selecting target airways for thermal treatment. Such predictions are made possible through understanding of the underlying mechanisms, namely that structural alteration of the treated airways alone is sufficient to alter flow patterns globally, with functional effects propagating toward the periphery and reducing overall spatial flow heterogeneity. The use of such methods, coupled with structural data, demonstrated that structure-guided BT is a promising avenue for improved therapy, while functional image-guided therapy may require further refinement, either by way of patient phenotyping or perhaps a more sophisticated method of selecting airways to be treated based on functional outcomes.

**APPENDIX**

This APPENDIX contains additional details on structure-guided BT methodology as well as Figs. A1, A2, and A3.

The algorithm used for structure-guided treatments SG1 and SG3 is described briefly in the main text, and additional details are provided in this APPENDIX. For each simulated patient, a set of potential treatment airways is considered. The constraints on selecting the airways to be treated are as follows:

- The airways must be sufficiently large to be treatable.
- There must be enough potential airways in the treatment set such that the choice of airways finally treated is not unduly constrained.
- The number of potential treatment airways is not so large as to be computationally infeasible.

On balance, we used the 75 largest airways as our possible treatment set, but for generality we shall call the number of potential treatment airways M.

For each airway in the potential treatment set, which we refer to as “airway i”, we use the predictive model (described in the main text) to determine the outcome of a BT procedure that treats only that airway and its proximal flow pathway. The resulting impedance of that treatment is calculated and compared with the pretreatment control to determine the associated change in resistance, referred to as $\Delta R_i$; e.g., the change in resistance associated with treatment of the ith possible treatment. Although this must be done for each of the M potential treatment airways, importantly, all such assessments are independent and so can be calculated in parallel$^2$.

Having computed all of the $\Delta R_i$ for $i = 1, ..., M$, we then perform a ranking of the potential treatment airways for treatment priority based on their response. For a treatment of N airways, then, we select the largest N responses and select for treatment their associated airways. As a final check, the simulated function (resistance at 6 Hz) for this N airway treatment is compared with the predictions for standard clinical practice (e.g., CCP1 or CCP3 as comparison for either SG1 or SG3, respectively). In the event that the airway treatment interactions are sufficiently nonlinear that this approach is not predicted to be superior to the standard approach (CCP1/3), the latter is used instead. For this relatively simple approach with a single potential treatment airway being associated with a single output measure, a straight ranking of responses is possible; for more complex versions potentially trialing multiple potential target airways and/or multiple output measures, the singular value decomposition, akin to principal component analysis, might be used to estimate the optimal treatment set.
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Fig. A2. Differential response of each treatment (in terms of change in R). Color coding as follows: orange: y-axis treatment is superior to x-axis treatment; green: x-axis treatment is superior to y-axis treatment; black: neither treatment improves function; blue: both treatments are equivalent.
Fig. A3. Differential response between current clinical practice 1 (CCP1) and functional image-guided bronchial thermoplasty 1 (FG1) is negatively correlated with control R.


